Newsletter – 2nd Edition

Our mission is to instil and perpetuate
real change in the fabric of Australian society.
Cam Duncan, Chairman

A Message from the Chairman
Shaw and Partners Management and staff view our commitment to strengthening
communities through financial support, volunteering and skills sharing as part of our
responsibility to our clients and the broader community within which we operate.
The Shaw and Partners Foundation continues to develop and grow its impact in the
not-for-profit sector. Since its inception in late 2015, we have donated over $650,000
to a range of charities which perpetuate tangible change in the areas of mental health,
education and social inclusion.

Cam Duncan, Foundation Chairman

Our commitment to date
	Over $1 million has been raised
for different charities in the first
2 years since the Foundation’s
inception.
	Over 50 charities supported since
2015.
	1,200 hours volunteered per year.

INTRODUCING THE FOUNDATION

This year the Foundation and our staff contributed close to $370,000 in donations,
raising funds for 25 Australian-based charitable operations, as well as recording many
hours of voluntary community service. These charities included (but are not limited to);
Huntington’s NSW, JDRF, Jeans for Genes, Schools Plus, Lifehouse, Youth InSearch,
Fight MND, Sir David Martin Foundation, MS, Starlight Children’s Foundation, Cancer
Council and Cure Brain Cancer.
The highlight of the Foundation’s activities was the second Shaw and Partners
Foundation Institutional Day, through which we raised over $240,000 (more than double
the amount of the previous year). These funds were donated to charities supported by
The Australian Stockbrokers Foundation and the Australian Fund Manager Foundation;
including Bear Cottage, Odyssey House, the Sydney Children’s Hospital and the Matthew
Talbot Hostel.
Over the course of FY18, our focus will remain on supporting the worthy charities that
attract minimal, if any assistance from the government and without our support are not
able to generate significant fundraising income of their own. The Shaw and Partners
Foundation will continue to adopt a long term view to corporate philanthropy by
broadening the horizons of those less fortunate in our community.
On behalf of the Committee, I want to extend my thanks to Simon Martin for his service
to the Foundation as the inaugural Chairman. Simon has laid some very solid foundations
upon which we will continue to evolve and grow.
Finally, I would like to thank all Shaw staff and Executives, who give so generously each
month to our Foundation. Without this generosity it would not be possible to make such
a positive contribution to people’s lives.

Take a photo here to launch
interview with Shaw and Partners
Co-CEO, Earl Evans

Cam Duncan, Foundation Chairman
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Walk4BrainCancer Centennial Park
On a warm Sunday morning in November
2016, a team from Shaw and Partners
participated in the Walk4BrainCancer
fundraising event. The ‘M Team’,
nicknamed in honour of Cam’s daughter
Margot who was bravely fighting an
aggressive type of brain cancer at the
time, completed the 5km walk raising
over $28,000 of their $30,000 fundraising
target. The Shaw and Partners Foundation
was delighted to donate a further $5,000.
Battle of the Biceps
On Thursday 16th of February 2017,
champion national swimmers Alston Jeroff
and Spencer White, went head to head
in the pool in the clash of Client Services
Sydney – Battle of the Biceps.
The two men swam 50m butterfly and
50m breaststroke, with a length of freestyle
to be the decider should the two men take
out one race each. It was all in the name
of good fun and the boys raised $1,496 for
charity, from the generosity of the Sydney
office alone!
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This was generously matched dollar
for dollar by the Shaw and Partners
Foundation, amounting to a total of $2,992
for Cancer Australia.
Shake It Up Australia Foundation
Shaw and Partners was proud to become
a Silver Sponsor of ‘Shake It Up’ Australia
Foundation, which funds research into
Parkinson’s Disease and aims to find
better treatments and ultimately, a cure.
Shaw and Partners Advisers Tony Doyle
and Carsten Huebner personally donated
$1,250 towards the Silver Sponsorship.
Shaw and Partners matched their donation
to total $2,500.
Rainbow Club, Malabar Magic Swim
Several keen Shaw and Partners
swimmers participated in the Rainbow
Club’s annual Malabar Magic Swim on
February 19th 2017. The 2.4km ocean
swim took place on Malabar Beach,
raising money for The Rainbow Club which
provides a place for disabled children
to meet and learn essential skills such
as water safety and swimming, whilst

providing a place for parents to come
together and find support. A formidable
ocean swell made the swim even tougher,
but Team Shaw performed very well
with several swimmers placing in their
respective divisions.

$1 million raised for
charities in the first
24 months

1. Walk4BrainCancer Centennial Park: Cam
Duncan (left) and the M Team.
2. Battle of the Biceps: Spencer White (left)
and Alston Jeroff (right).
3. Shake It Up Australia: Funding research
to find the cure for Parkinson’s.
4. Rainbow Club: Check this out! Shaw and
Partners official sponsor of the North Bondi
Surf Life Saving Club.
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Beyond Bitumen Car Rally
On the 31st of March 2017, Sam Kanaan
(Institutional Sales Sydney) buckled himself
tightly into an Isuzu Ute, risked life and limb
and drove from Nowra to the Southern
Highlands in the Beyond Bitumen Car
Rally. The 2000km rally took participants
from Coast to Country, against a backdrop
of beautiful Australian scenery and some
bumpy and dusty roads along the way.
Sam personally raised $3,307 through
family, friends and colleagues and was
able to make a total donation of $5,307
to BeyondBlue with an additional $2,000
donation from the Shaw and Partners
Foundation.
Over three million Australians are living
with anxiety, depression and other mood
disorders. BeyondBlue is tirelessly working
to reduce the profound impact of anxiety,
depression and suicide in the community
by raising awareness and understanding,
empowering people to seek help and
supporting recovery, management and
resilience.
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The combined contribution of $5,307 was
very gratefully received with a comment
that the organisers hoped to see Sam
again in 2018!
Love Me Love You, March With Me
Shaw and Partners’ Rob Pizzichetta was
one of the 320 participants who walked
115km from Portsea to Port Melbourne
on the 4th and 5th of March 2017 to raise
money for Melbourne Charity Love Me
Love You’s fourth annual event.
Love Me Love You is a youth focused,
non-profit organisation that aims to
improve the mental health and wellbeing
outcomes of young Australians. The
programs are designed to empower young
adults to ‘Get Back to School, Back to
Sport, Back to Life’.
The March With Me walk echoes the
essence of the message Love Me Love
You strives to deliver “No one person
should ever travel their journey alone.”

Rob personally raised $10,000 and the
Shaw and Partners Foundation donated
an additional $2,500, delivering a total of
$12,500 to a very grateful Love Me Love
You.

The Shaw and Partners
Foundation was
established in 2015 to
provide a platform for
greater participation in
community service.

5. Beyond Bitumen Car Rally: Sam Kanaan
getting ready for the rally.
6. Beyond Bitumen Car Rally: 2000km drive
from Nowra to the Southern Highlands.
7. Love Me Love You: Rob Pizzichetta, a
long walk back to Melbourne.
8. Love Me Love You: A proud dad at the
finishing line.
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JDRF Ride, Barossa Valley
On Saturday 6th of May 2017, 16 Shaw
and Partners Staff and Advisers from
across the country tackled a gruelling
160km cycle through the Barossa Valley
to raise funds for the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation (JDRF). Team
Captain Stu McKinnon personally raised a
massive $60,292.
With the assistance of the Shaw and
Partners Foundation the team collectively
raised $75,471.
“Strokes that Matter”, Newport Surf
Club
In April 2017, a fearless and determined
group of 12 paddlers from the Newport
Surf Club strapped themselves into surf
skis and prepared to paddle over 300km
from mainland Australia to Tasmania,
crossing the Bass Strait.
Shaw and Partners was proud to raise
money for “Strokes That Matter”; a charity
which aims to deliver Water Safety and
Drowning Prevention Education programs
in schools and beaches across NSW.

Paul Kelly in the Sydney Office raised
$2,200 and the Shaw and Partners
Foundation matched this donation, leading
to a total donation of $4,400.
MS 24 Hour Mega Swim
Over a 24 hour period from 12 noon
Saturday 6th of May to 12 noon Sunday
7th of May, the Shaw and Partners team
clocked up an impressive 75.1km in the
pool during the MS 24 Hour Mega Swim,
raising $5,925 from supporters’ donations.
This was matched dollar for dollar by the
Shaw and Partners Foundation, bringing
the total donation to $11,850.

The MS 24 Hour Mega Swim is a fun team
relay event where teams have a swimmer
in the water for the entire 24 hours and
compete for laps swum and money raised,
in support for people living with multiple
sclerosis.

Shaw and Partners
Foundation attempts
to match all
donations made by
staff dollar for dollar.

9. JDRF Ride, Barossa Valley: Shaw and Partners team, all smiling before the gruelling 160km ride!
10. JDRF Ride, Barossa Valley: Pit stop for Matt Wilkinson, Karl Goody, Michael King, David Collins,
Stuart McKinnon and Laurie Elliss.
11. Strokes that Matter: Shaw and Partners team of paddlers at dawn preparing to cross the Bass Strait.
12. MS 24 Hour Mega Swim: Gabrielle Baker, Matt Iwanczuk and Cam Duncan concluding the 24 hour
MS Megaswim.
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NSW Cancer Council, Australia’s
Biggest Morning Tea
Heather Wilson was once again the driving
force behind the annual Australia’s Biggest
Morning Tea which was held on Friday
2nd of June 2017. Shaw and Partners
employees and advisers in Sydney and
Melbourne were encouraged to consume
large amounts of delicious food – mainly
cakes, biscuits and brownies, all in the
name of charity! A gold coin donation was
the price of entry to the feast.
Generosity reigned with $1,156 of
donations being matched by the Shaw
and Partners Foundation, resulting in a final
donation of $2,312 to the NSW Cancer
Council.
Institutional Foundation Day
Remaining committed to its engaged
approach to philanthropy, Shaw and
Partners’ second Foundation Institutional
Day raised $241,983. The inaugural
Foundation Institutional Day initiative
was launched in 2016, with Shaw and
Partners pledging to donate all brokerage
generated through institutional trades (on

a nominated day) to charity. In 2016 more
than $110,000 was raised for JDRF and
BeyondBlue.
In 2017 the fundraising target was set at
$150,000, and was exceeded by just shy
of $100,000. All proceeds were donated
to the Australian Stockbrokers Foundation
and the Australian Fund Manager
Foundation; which together support a
plethora of smaller charities including
Sydney Children’s Hospital, Lou’s Place
Women’s Refuge, Odyssey House, Mission
Australia and Second Bite.
Shaw and Partners Co-CEO, Earl
Evans said the decision to donate to
the Australian Stockbrokers and Fund
Managers’ Foundations was a way of
unifying the industry.
“While our people are very active in
fundraising throughout the year, this has
become our biggest event and the one
in which we aim to raise the most funds
across our offices nationally” Mr Evans
said.

“Institutional fundraising days, like this,
help us to use the wealth in our industry
imaginatively and constructively and to
instil and perpetuate real change in the
communities in which we work”.
“Corporate organisations have a social
responsibility to give back to the
communities they work in. Our people are
very proud of our Foundation and what it
does for the community” he added.

13. Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea: Shaw
and Partners and Goodman Group teaming
up at 60 Castlereagh Street, Sydney to
raise funds for Cancer Council.
14. Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea: Lisa
and Sasha Taranto baked all night for the
Melbourne office!
15. Dinner in the Dark: Jed Richards (centre)
attending the Adelaide charity fundraiser
Can:Do 4Kids event.
16. Institutional Foundation Day: Earl Evans,
Co-CEO and Mike Ryan, Head of Equities.
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Shaw and Partners

Your partners in building and preserving wealth
Shaw and Partners is one of Australia’s preeminent investment
and wealth management firms. With a national presence and
$14 billion of assets under advice, Shaw and Partners offers
the intimacy of a boutique investment firm with the resources
and scale of a major financial group.

Our core
services

Wealth
Management

Financial
Planning

Corporate
Advisory

Institutional
Dealing

Research

View our company
brochure here

$15bn
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Fight MND, Melbourne Client Event
On Wednesday 11th of October 2017, the Shaw and Partners
Melbourne office hosted their second annual Client Appreciation
Event at the Lindsay Fox Classic Car Museum. Over 350 Shaw
and Partners clients enjoyed a private viewing of Lindsay Fox’s
car collection worth over $45m – housing two floors of some of
the world’s most rare and prestigious car models, including the
famous James Dean Porsche 550 Spyder. Guests listened to
speaker Bec Daniher, daughter of Neil Daniher, AFL Legend and
Patron of Fight MND. During the evening $6,800 was raised for
Fight MND, with the Shaw and Partners Foundation contributing a
generous $8,200 to round out a total donation of $15,000.

Care Australia, Sydney Client Event
On Thursday 30th of November 2017, Shaw and Partners hosted
1,100 high net worth clients and prospects at the Sydney Client
Event, which was held at the Art Gallery of NSW. Over $16,000
was raised for Care Australia – with the assistance of the Shaw
Foundation which dollar matched all money raised on the evening
through the raffle. Care Australia is an international humanitarian
aid organisation fighting global poverty, with a special focus on
women and girls. Shaw and Partners selected Care Australia as
a result of our sponsorship of athlete paddler Sarah Davis, who
will be the first woman attempting to paddle the Nile in a gruelling
nine month expedition commencing in mid 2018.

MAIN Charities supported by the SHAW Foundation
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Cure Brain Cancer, Sydney Christmas
Party 2016
Delicious cocktails and generosity flowed
freely at the 1920’s Prohibition Sydney
Christmas Party, with the first, second
and third place prize winners of the Best
Dressed Competition donating their
prize money to the Cure Brain Cancer
Foundation.
The prize money pool of $10,000 was
filled by personal donations from Co-Chief
Executive Officers Earl Evans and Allan
Zion, to the tune of $5,000 and then
matched dollar for dollar by the Shaw and
Partners Foundation. The winners were:
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Fragile X Association | Ocean Paddler
Racing Series
On Sunday 26th of February 2017, the
2016/17 Australian Ocean Racing Series
(AORS) concluded the season in Sydney
with the Bridge to Beach race which
helped raise much needed funds for
families affected by Fragile X.

A total donation of $5,000 was gratefully
received by the Fragile X Association
of Australia; a national not-for-profit
organisation that aims to improve the
health and wellbeing of people affected
by Fragile X, providing support to those
affected and their families.

Over 600 paddlers lined up directly
underneath the Sydney Harbour Bridge
and paddled past the Sydney Opera
House and the northern shores of Sydney
Harbour on their way to the finish line at
Manly Wharf.

1st prize: $5k – Victoria MacarthurStanham, Denise Kara and Kirsty Riley
2nd prize: $3k – Melody Matthews and
Esme Kieffer
3rd prize: $2k – Tony Doyle and Martin
Crabb

17. Cure Brain Cancer: Esme Kieffer and Melody Matthews.
18. Cure Brain Cancer: Tony Doyle and Martin Crabb with master of ceremony Simon Martin.
19. Ocean Paddler Racing Series: Shaw and Partners’ donation to Fragile X Association.
20. Australian Ocean Racing Series: An early start for over 600 paddlers, ahead of the Bridge to Beach
race.
21. Australian Ocean Racing Series: Shaw and Partners paddlers, Andrew Tyrrell and Dane Parsons.
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Cure Brain Cancer, Enchanted Ball
On Saturday 6th of May 2017, Shaw and
Partners was proud to be the “Magical
Sponsor” of the Sydney Cure for Brain
Cancer “Enchanted” Ball. Guests donned
their best black tie with a touch of
“enchantment” to raise money for the Cure
Brain Cancer Foundation, with the Shaw
and Partners Foundation donating $10,000
to the cause.
“Celebration of Survival”
Community Biggest Morning Tea
On Friday 19th of May 2017, Shaw and
Partners and Goodman Group joined
together to co-host 60 Castlereagh
Street’s inaugural “Community Biggest
Morning Tea” in support of the Cancer
Council.
MOMO Brasserie generously donated
the food and employees of Shaw and
Partners and Goodman Group cheerfully
staffed the food stations in the Castlereagh
and Elizabeth Street foyers; no-one could
possibly walk in without being tempted by
the feast on offer!
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The Goodman Group Foundation and
the Shaw and Partners Foundation set
a fundraising target of $50,000 for this
event, which included a pledge from
both companies to match all funds raised
up to $50,000. The Shaw and Partners
Foundation donated $25,000 to the cause.
Sir David Martin Foundation
On the 2nd of June 2017, the Sir David
Martin Foundation opened their new
Detox Centre ‘David Martin Place’ at Triple
Care Farm, with the Shaw and Partners
Foundation donating $7,500 towards the
project.
David Martin Place is a vital facility available
to young people, guiding them to take
that first important step out of the cycle
of substance abuse and assisting them
to withdraw from illicit substances and
alcohol.

Over 50 charities
supported since
2015.

22. Shaw and Partners, ‘Magical Sponsor’
of the Sydney Cure for Brain Cancer
“Enchanted” Ball.
23. Professor Charlie Teo thanking members
of the Shaw and Partners Foundation for
the ongoing contribution to the Cure for
Brain Cancer Foundation.
24. Biggest Morning Tea for Cancer Council:
Greg Goodman and Earl Evans.
25. Biggest Morning Tea for Cancer Council:
Shaw and Partners’ Team Angela Holstein
and Simon Martin.
26. Detox Centre David Martin Place grand
opening at Triple Care Farm.
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City 2 Surf, Sydney
Shaw and Partners had 14 runners from
all areas of the business take part in the
annual City 2 Surf race on Sunday 14th of
August 2017. The iconic race commenced
in Hyde Park, in the heart of Sydney’s CBD
and wound through the Eastern Suburbs,
finishing up on Bondi Beach, totalling
14km in distance.
The team, led by Private Wealth Adviser
James Seabrook, raised just over $7,000
for Chris O’Brien Lifehouse, with each and
every dollar being matched by the Shaw
and Partners Foundation to total $14,000.
Connor’s Run, Melbourne
On Sunday 17th of September 2017,
an eager team of 15 Melbourne based
Shaw and Partners runners took part in
the annual Connor’s Run event; a race
stretching 18.8km from Sandringham to
the Boatsheds of the Yarra.
The Shaw and Partners team, led by
David Erskine, Head of Institutional Sales
raised $6,736. The Shaw and Partners
Foundation contributed an additional

$5,000 on top of this amount, rounding
out a total donation of $11,736 and
putting the Shaw team firmly in the top 10
corporate teams, ahead of NAB, KPMG
and PwC.
The race made for many aching muscles in
the office come Monday morning but all in
the name of a most deserving cause.
Abseil for Youth, Sydney
Sydney based Advisers John Wardman,
Marcus Droga, Indi Sarker and Amanda
Graham abseiled 135m (33 storeys) down
the 1 Market Street Building in the Sydney
CBD. Between them, they left it all hanging
in the balance raising over $20,000 for the
Sir David Martin Foundation.
The funds were donated to Triple Care
Farm, a youth rehab and support program
located in NSW, which helps young
people across Australia overcome drug
and alcohol addictions, offering care
and treatment for mental illness and
support to find stable accommodation,
further education and opportunities for
employment.

Cerebral Palsy Alliance
Nine Shaw and Partners teams threw
their energy into raising funds for the
Cerebral Palsy Alliance by committing
to ‘Steptember’, which challenges
participants to invite people to sponsor
them to log 10,000 steps a day for 28
days during the month of September.
Additional activities were also able to
be converted to steps, which certainly
helped participants boost their daily ‘step’
counts. It was a ‘month of movement’
raising money for adults and children living
with Cerebral Palsy, many of whom will
never be able to take a single step without
assistance.
27. Jeans for Genes: Double denim for Rachel
Hirscher, Tracey Cobb and Sasha Oliver in
Melbourne.
28. City 2 Surf: from left Pasquale Lombardo,
Jonathan Mitchell and Tim Officer running (or
walking) the 14km race.
29. City 2 Surf: Cam Duncan approaching the
finishing line at Bondi Beach.
30. Connor’s Run: Team Shaw and Partners.
31. Abseil for Youth: John Wardman, Indi Sarker,
Amanda Graham and Marcus Droga (left to
right).
32. Abseil for Youth: Ok Amanda you go first!
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The Steptember challenge interfaces
with an app on a smart device, through
which updates were provided at certain
points about which team had done
the most steps and raised the most
money; fostering some healthy interoffice
competition.
$5,547 was raised by the Shaw and
Partners Teams and the Shaw and
Partners Foundation made a further
donation of $10,000, bringing the total
raised to $15,547.
Daniher’s Drive
Mal Cameron and Kevin Lowther partook
in the annual Daniher’s Drive event, raising
money for Fight MND. The drive kicked-off
from the Hyatt Place in Essendon Fields,
weaving to the northern tip of Victoria
and on to the southern Riverina towards
Wagga Wagga, NSW. The following three
days Mal and Kevin rallied from the banks
of the Murray River via Corowa to Echuca
– through to the Wimmera region to St
Arnaud and down south to the historic
goldfield region of Ballarat. Mal and Kevin
raised approximately $15,000 for Fight

MND in conjunction with the funds raised
from the Melbourne Client Event and with
the support of and generous matching
contribution from the Shaw and Partners
Foundation.
Cure Brain Cancer Foundation,
Canberra
Shaw and Partners was proud to host an
event for Cure Brain Cancer Foundation
(CBCF) in Canberra on Tuesday 21st of
November 2017. The evening was put
on for the Canberra community primarily
as a means of thanking those who have
continued to support CBCF in their
mission to increase brain cancer survival,
and to launch the $100 million dollar
Australian Brain Cancer Mission. Guests
heard from Dr Leonie Quinn, a winner of
the Innovation Research Grant.
Whilst not intended as a fundraising
event, attendees raised an impressive
$32,950 with the assistance of the Shaw
and Partners Foundation, that generously
matched, dollar for dollar, all donations
up to a cap of $10,000! It was a fantastic
event filled with hope, laughter and a few
tears.

MS Sydney to the Gong
On a wet Sunday morning on the 5th of
November 2017, two Shaw and Partners
cyclists John Wardman and Jeremy
D’Sylva arrived at Tempe just south of the
Sydney CBD for the 2017 MS Wollongong
Bike Ride, which raises money for people
living with Multiple Sclerosis (MS). It’s a
scenic 82km course, starting in Sydney
and winding through the Royal National
Park, over the Sea Cliff Bridge and finishing
up in Wollongong. Our riders completed it
effortlessly due to their rigorous pre-event
training schedule!
One rider out of the original team of three
was unable to participate on the day,
however the team were able to raise
$6,600, with special mention to John
Wardman who raised over $5,700.
33. Youth InSearch: Angela Holstein (centre)
and David Collins (right).
34. MS Sydney to the Gong: John Wardman
gearing up to tackle the ride.
35. Daniher’s Drive: A three day drive for Mal
and Kevin to raise funds for Fight MND.
36. Cure Brain Cancer Foundation: Advisers
from the Canberra office attending the event.
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North Bondi Surf Life Saving Club
Shaw and Partners renewed its sponsorship
of the NBSLSC for an additional two year
term in late 2017, continuing its support of
the club’s Youth Competition section and
supporting competitors in ski, board, swim
and sand events. NBSLSC is one of the
Surf Life Saving movement’s foundation
clubs, opening its doors in 1906. It boasts
a long and glorious history of vigilance and
service on Bondi Beach.

Michael Booth, SUP CHampion
Michael Booth is a brand ambassador for
Shaw and Partners and a world champion
Stand Up Paddleboard (SUP) athlete.
In 2016 Michael gained the title of long
distance world champion at the ISA World
Championship in Fiji and just recently won
the Australian National SUP Championship
and Euro Tour title. Michael also appears
on the cover of the Shaw and Partners
2017 Year Book.

Australian Ocean Racing Series
Shaw and Partners has been the headline
sponsor of the AORS for the last two
years. AORS is a national ocean racing
series attracting competitors across a
number of disciplines including ocean skis,
surf skis, Stand Up Paddleboards, Prone
Paddleboards and Outrigger Canoes. Each
year AORS attracts over 2200 competitors
across 13 events, nationally.

Sarah Davis, Paddle the Nile
Sarah Davis joined the Shaw and Partners
brand ambassador team in June 2017.
Sarah will be the first woman attempting
to paddle the Nile in a gruelling nine month
expedition commencing in mid 2018. Sarah
will undertake the challenge in support of
CARE Australia to fundraise and create a
community of ‘Winning Women’.

Cory Hill, surFski CHampion
Cory Hill was the first brand ambassador
to join Team Shaw and Partners in 2016.
Cory is one of the strongest surfski paddlers
on the international racing circuit and is
considered by many to be a key player in the
sport’s future. Cory is a two time ICF Ocean
Racing World Champion and Molokai Surfski
World Champion.

Rachel Louise Clarke, surFski CHampion
Rachel is the most recent sportswoman to
join Team Shaw and Partners. Rachel is an
ocean surfski paddler from New Zealand
who primarily races distances between
20-52kms. Rachel won the World Series
Championship in 2017 and is the four
time (consecutive) New Zealand Surf Ski
Champion and former (2014) Molokai Surf
Ski World Champion.

In our various community endeavours, Shaw and Partners adopts a focus on empowering
and supporting rising talent. This same approach extends to our sponsorships, through
which we aim to support individuals and organisations by providing a framework for
them to succeed in their respective fields and pursuits.
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Manly Warringah Sea Eagles
Shaw and Partners became the front of
jersey sternum partner of the The Manly
Warringah Sea Eagles Club in December
2017. Additionally, Shaw and Partners took
on the exclusive naming rights of the
Chairman’s Club at Lottoland, the Manly
Warringah Sea Eagles’ home ground at
Brookvale. The agreement is for two years.

Old Carey Grammarians Football CLUB
Shaw and Partners is the major sponsor
of the Old Carey Grammarian Football
Club (OCGFC), a member of the Victoria
Australian Football Association (VAFA)
since 1954. OCGFC fields four teams
in the VAFA’s competition with seniors
playing in the Premier A grade. OCGFC has
approximately 150 registered players, men
and women, competing across different
divisions in Victoria.

Mosman Whales Rugby Club
Shaw and Partners signed a three year
sponsorship with the Mosman Whales
Rugby Club starting from 1 January 2017.
Shaw and Partners will have increased brand
exposure in the North Shore and Eastern
Suburbs of Sydney with our logo appearing
on the jersey and signage at home games.
Mosman Rugby Club have a proud history
dating back to 1893, making it one of the
oldest Rugby Union clubs in Australia.

Northbridge Football Club
Shaw and Partners is the proud sponsor of
the Northbridge FC Men’s All Age Division
2 squad. The sponsorship subsidises all
playing gear, tracksuits and training gear for
the season. Founded in 1952, Northbridge
Football Club serves the community by
delivering football development on a large
scale and has a youth development academy
partnership with A-League club, Central
Coast Mariners.

Queensland Rugby Referees Association
Shaw and Partners signed a sponsorship
agreement with the Queensland Rugby
Referees Association (QRRA) in 2016
for a three year duration. With over 250
active members, the QRRA is the peak
rugby match official body in the state of
Queensland. Working very closely with the
Queensland Rugby Union for almost 100
years, the QRRA have provided umpires
across all levels of rugby in the Sunshine
State.

Sydney Harbour Surf Club
Shaw and Partners is the sponsor of
the Sydney Harbour Surf Club, owned
by Luke Horder, an icon in the fitness
industry and Surfski paddling sport. Luke
has pioneered and competed in some
of the toughest endurance races around
the world, including the Molokai World
Championships paddle in Hawaii. He also
circumnavigated Manhattan Island, New
York. Above, Hugh Jackman is asking Luke
for his orange t-shirt!

“By playing an active role in the communities within which we live and work, we have
been able to build lasting partnerships with many organisations and we look forward
to sharing our expertise in financial services to deliver clear benefits to the broader
community.” Cam Duncan, Foundation Chairman.
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Second year of the Foundation
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Second year of the Foundation
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Have fun. Live life. Give back.
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